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	Android Fragments is a 100-page quick start accelerated guide to learning and quickly using Android fragments. You'll learn how to code for fragments; deal with config changes; code for regular vs. fragmented dialogs; work with preferences and saving state; work with the compatibility library; and handle advanced async tasks and progress dialogs.


	After reading and using this book, which is based on material from the best-selling Pro Android, you'll be an Android UI savant. At the very least, your apps' user interfaces and event handling will be more competitive and better performing, especially for tablet-optimized UIs and events.


	What you’ll learn

	
		What are Android fragments
	
		How to work and code for fragments
	
		How to respond to configuration changes
	
		How to do regular and fragmented dialogs
	
		How to work with preferences and saving state
	
		How to work with the compatibility library
	
		How to handle advanced async tasks and progress dialogs



	Who this book is for


	This book is for experienced Android app developers wanting improved user interfaces and their behavior.


	Table of Contents


	1. Fragments Fundamentals


	2. Responding to Configuration Changes


	3. Dialogs: Regular and Fragment


	4. Working with Preferences and Saving State


	5. Compatibility Library


	6. Advanced Async Task & Progress Dialogs
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My iPhone (Covers iPhone 3G and 3GS) (3rd Edition)Que, 2009

Step-by-step instructions with callouts to iPhone images that show you exactly what to do.

 

Help when you run into iPhone problems or limitations.

 

Tips...
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Multiset Processing: Mathematical, Computer Science, and Molecular Computing Points of View (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2002


	The multiset (a set with multiplicities associated with its elements, in the form

	of natural numbers) is a notion which has appeared again and again in many

	areas of mathematics and computer science, sometimes called a bag (some historical

	information appears in the enclosed paper by A. Syropoulos). As a data

	structure, this...
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Advanced Penetration Testing for Highly-Secured Environments: The Ultimate Security GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Penetration testers are faced with a combination of firewalls, intrusion detection

	systems, host-based protection, hardened systems, and teams of knowledgeable

	analysts that pour over data collected by their security information management

	systems. In an environment such as this, simply running automated tools will

	typically...
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Multimedia Databases and Image Communication - Proceedings of the Workshop on MDIC 2004 (Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2005

	There is a strong need for advances in the fields of image indexing and retrieval and visual query languages for multimedia databases. Image technology is facing both classical and novel problems for the organization and filtering of increasingly large amounts of pictorial data. Novel kinds of problems, such as indexing and high-level...
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Knowledge Mining: Proceedings of the NEMIS 2004 Final ConferenceSpringer, 2005
This book contains the papers presented during the 3rd International Workshop on Text Mining and its Applications held in Athens, Greece. This workshop is the final event of the activities of a network of excellence in the area of text mining and its applications. Knowledge Mining includes contributions in the areas of: Document processing,...
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Access Database Design & Programming (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002

	From an Access standpoint, this book is chock full of goodies. From the point of view of a ColdFusion developer, I would say this much: if forced to choose between this book and the previous, the Cookbook, I would probably go Cookbook. But, as I mentioned in the previous review, if you work with both Access on the desktop and on the web,...
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